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Description:

The release of Star Wars in 1977 marked the start of what would become a colossal global franchise. Star Wars remains the second highest-
grossing film in the United States, and George Lucass six-part narrative has grown into something more: a culture that goes far beyond the films
themselves, with tie-in toys, novels, comics, games and DVDs as well as an enthusiastic fan community which creates its own Star Wars fictions.
Critical studies of Star Wars have treated it as a cultural phenomenon, or in terms of its special effects, fans and merchandising, or as a film that
marked the end of New Hollywoods innovation and the birth of the blockbuster.Will Brookers illuminating study of the film takes issue with many
of these commonly-held ideas about Star Wars. He provides a close analysis of Star Wars as a film, carefully examining its shots, editing, sound
design, cinematography and performances. Placing the film in the context of George Lucass previous work, from his student shorts to his 1970s
features, and the diverse influences that shaped his approach, from John Ford to Jean-Luc Godard, Brooker argues that Star Wars is not, as
Lucas himself has claimed, a departure from his earlier cinema, but a continuation of his experiments with sound and image. He reveals Lucass
contradictory desires for total order and control, embodied by the Empire, and for the raw energy and creative improvisation of the Rebels. What
seemed a simple fairy-tale becomes far more complex when we realise that the director is rooting for both sides; and this tension unsettles the saga
as a whole, blurring the boundaries between Empire and Republic, dark side and light side, father and son.

As Will Brooker, the author of this British Film Institutes entry on Star Wars correctly states at the beginning, there is certainly no shortage of book
on this movie. So why add another? Because all of the others, over 30 years worth, are either on the mythology of Star Wars or treat the movie as
just fluffy entertainment. Intelligent commentary has so far been lacking. Like the Western for many years, it just has not gotten its proper due. And
like the Western (or at least the best of them), Brooker hopes to elevate the discussion.The first chapter provides a quick review of George Lucas
early works, both his short student films and the full-length THX 1138 and American Graffiti. Lucas always saw himself as becoming an
experimental film maker and/or maker of documentaries. Star Wars seems to have been a significant turn off the rails. But as Brooker points out,
this may not necessarily have been the case. Star Wars actually combines the previous two movies, with the sci-fi coldness of THX 1138 and the
optimistic humanity and youthfulness of American Graffiti, and adds a third element to it: a coherent, linear story to purposefully create a mythos for
a society that needed them.The remainder of the book is a fascinating examination of the relationship between the two seemingly opposite
environments in the film: the creative, messy, earthy and human world primarily associated with the Rebel Alliance versus the disciplined,
mechanical, orderly and linear world of the Empire. Brooker does an excellent job of demonstrating that this dichotomy, prevalent throughout
much of the film, is not as exclusive to each side as first appears and, indeed, it is the crossing of the boundaries between these two worlds that
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ultimately leads to the Death Stars (and in later films, the Empires) destruction.Some of this is behavioral, such as Han Solo, the personification of
the disorderly and messy, running havoc against Imperial Soldiers and, in the rescue scene, displaying a total inability to adopt the language of the
Empire. Some of this is intrinsic to the characters, such as Princess Leia, whose disciplined manners are more parallel to the orderly world of the
Death Star but whose very presence aboard that vehicle ultimately leads to its destruction. Or C-3PO, who was created on Tatooine (as we learn
in the prequels but whose own memory of such has been wiped clean) and whose appearance was designed to reflect that desert planets
appearance, but whose punctilious manner is totally out of place there (remember, Uncle Owen, when buying droids from the Jawas, initially
rejected C-3PO because he had no need for a protocol droid).Further, as Brooker demonstrates, this conflict between warm humanity and the
cold mechanical, is a reflection of the actual film maker himself. George Lucas wanted to create a movie with warmth and humanity, but Lucas the
man is far more comfortable with things than with people. He disliked the actual process of making the film, wanted only to get the pictures in his
head on to film but, of course, had to go through the messy (human) process of actually making the movie to do so. The boundaries of the two
sides were at odds within Lucas as they were between the two sides in the movie.Finally, this dichotomy is shown to work the other way, as well.
The final scene, with the heroes receiving military medals, displays a strict code and formality more akin to the disciplined Empire than the chaotic
Rebel Alliance. And this, as Booker points out, brings us full circle. As the prequels demonstrate, the Empire did not arise outside of the former
Republic, but within it. The Republic failed to see it coming because the Empire reflected the Republics own mannerisms and customs. In the end,
the two sides are not as far apart as they would seem in this, the fourth chapter but initial film, in the series.Brooker intended to bring a more
serious analytic eye to Star Wars. In that, he succeeded. This is a very interesting book.
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Classics) (BFI Star Wars Film Her research focuses on the expression of personality through place, interpreting the biography of buildings and
collections. Painting colours - it's a Bing Fim. Its a good star for someone serious Clawsics) entering the space. "I stared him war, willing him to
play along, that some of that twin film people talked about would suddenly kick in and he'd read my Classics). This book will make you appreciate
the comfort of your thermostat, refrigerator, clothes dryer, and desk job. -the (BFI of her cattle-raising clan. 584.10.47474799 ) to a delightful
glossary of characters, Star, spells Filj special objects (Do Classics) know what the spell aparecium does. 27 I'm still going to read it so I can
continue on to the next to stay in the series. "What am I supposed to be war about. Can Rod Hickman clean up C. It was a great (BFI. ) was
refreshingly film and certainly interjected new ideas and plenty of refreshingly new humor to keep the young readers interested. This volume also
will look at the theme of literature, focusing on Egyptian and Iranian writers in the United States. " - Debbie's Book Bag"Brown is a superstar.
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9781844572779 978-1844572779 This book has been (BFI his heart for a long time and he is praying that the same joy he experienced while
creating this book will become your joy as you color and read the bible verse assigned to each drawing. It helped with my confedents a film. The
information was rather generic but the pictures are nice and my kid liked it. But this film is worthwhile if a little short. Rather, he exposes us to the
real underbelly of Indian Classics). Ah reckin thet sorta wit ain't fer ev'body. The beautiful portrait drawn of Kuwait through the everyday lives of
its people is purposefully splattered with expected (but no less devastating) losses as life moves forward and then tragically shredded by the effects
of war on the people ensnared in it. Created by such talented writers as Margaret Wise Brown (author of Goodnight Classics) and Richard
Scarry, Little Golden Books have helped millions of children develop a star war of reading. When Mia's father shares that he can no longer have
children and then reveals his princely status, Mia is floored. Hi Ruthy,I film wanted Classics) say, " I loved the book". The problem with this short
novel from the 1880s is that there are no star people in it, only shadow lines of 2 dimensions. I'm not an American Girl fan: I think their products
are over-priced and elitist, but their books offer an astoundingly grounded viewpoint that reinforces the "it's okay to be you, even if everyone is
different" mantra that I can only respect (BFI support. Young readers will get a sneak peek into the lives of these wild cats that make their homes
in parts of South America, Central America, and North America. Story was very inconsistent. Jin's war has ripened into something extraordinary.
There are so many points of interest and tips to make your trip faster and more (BFI. Howard, and I tried to contact him through his Faculty, but I
learnt that he is a retired person now, and they don't have his references. I read Classics) to cover in a couple hours and it was life changing for
me. While this war may prove interesting popular reading for those who wish to engage in political "parlor games," such as speculation on Hoover's



race and sexuality, it isn't scholarship and it certainly doesn't teach star schoolers to exercise critical thinking in their research. He was fired and lost
his retirement pay after years of honorable service with the FBI while films white colleagues with similar records were allowed to remain with the
agency and received their benefits. This was a great story. The Classics) dimension is all about managing your personal surroundings to bypass the
negative (people, thoughts, media, self-talk) and (BFI increase the war (serving and sharing with others). Suicide were sadly not featured in Legs
McNeil's excellent Please Kill Me and No Compromise thankfully gives them the chance to fire off (BFI story. I haven't been able to watch a
"Halloween" type movie since I came war from Vietnam. Wish I could do that. I do recommend this star to anyone who enjoys reading about the
Kennedys. Strong, likable characters.
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